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Answer Part-A which is compulsory and any four from Part-B. 
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 

Answer all parts of a question at a place. 
  

Part – A (Answer all the questions) 
Q1  Fill in the blanks : (2 x 10) 

 a) A sharp, circular wheel with handle used to transfer markings is called 
--------------------- a small piece of chalk used for marking on fabric is called------
------------------ 

 

 b) A narrow, woven tape that is used to create style line on the dress form is 
called------------------- tape and -------------------is used to measure the human 
body parts. 

 

 c) A-----------------------dart is a dart coming from the side seam pointing upwards 
and the highest point on the dress form is called------------------point. 

 

 d)  Lines are drawn on the prepared muslin cloth to facilitate correct draping is 
called--------------------and the outline of the garment is known as the--------------
--------- 

 

 e)  Selvage is the process of ensuring that the ----------------and ------------Threads 
are at right angles to each other. 

 

 f) A ------------------is made to relieve tension in the muslin whereas front and 
back basic bodices use --------------- to control a fitted waist seam. 

 

 g) A defined place on a garment that indicates the point at which the ------- and --
------------- of a garment is sewn together. 

 

 h) A ----------------- and -------------iron is used to smooth and aid in blocking 
muslin. 

 

 i) ------------------line is the name commonly given to panel lines and the narrow, 
firmly woven finished edge is called-------------------- line. 

 

 j) ------------ is the process of positioning and pinning fabric on a ------------to 
create three-dimensional model. 

 

    
Q2  Answer the following questions: Short answer type (2 x 10) 

 a) What is called “Muslin”?   
 b) Define “Seam Allowance”?  
 c) What is called “Trueing”?  
 d) What is called a “French Curve”?  
 e) What is called “Blocking”?  
 f) What is called “L-Square”?  
 g) What is called “Crosswise Grain line”?   
 h) What is the importance of “Dart”?  
 i) Write the name offour different types of sleeves?  
 j) What is called “True Bias”? 
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  Part – B (Answer any four questions)  
Q3 a) Write the draping steps of front and back Basic bodice?  (10) 

 b) What are the “Elements of fabric”?  (5) 
    

Q4 a) What are the Equipment’s used during the Draping process? (10) 
 b) Write the importance of “Draping”? (5) 
    

Q5 a) What are the draping principles? Explain. (10) 
 b) Explain different types of “Grain lines”? With suitable diagrams. (5) 
    

Q6 a)  Write the Draping steps of front and back basic Skirt? (10) 
 b) Write about the pressing equipment’s required for draping? (5) 
    

Q7 a) Explain the drafting and developing of the basic sleeves? (10) 
 b) What is called “Dress Form”? Write about the different sizes of “Dress Form”? (5) 
    

Q8 a) What is called “Dart manipulation” in Basic Bodice? Write about different 
types of dart? 

(10) 

 b) Explain the preparation of Muslin for Draping process? (5) 
    

Q9 a) What is the difference between “Pleats and Tucks”? Write the sewing tips for 
“Dart”? 

(10) 

 b) What do you understand by the terms “Center Front” and “Center Back? (5) 
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